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Imagination at work

Redefining our value proposition
Global Locations: 175 countries
305,000 Employees
Revenue (2014) – $149 billion
Earnings - $16.7 billion.
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GE works on things that matter. The best people
and the best technologies taking on the toughest
challenges. Finding solutions in energy, health
and home, transportation and finance.
Building, powering, moving and curing the world.
Not just imagining. Doing. GE Works.
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GE is consistently ranked as one of the world’s
leading corporations

Imagination at work.

Transforming around simplification
We are transforming GE around the “culture of simplification.” This is not
a reorganization or an initiative. Rather, it defines the way we make
decisions, work together and work with our customers.
Jeff Immelt

Structural
Transformation
• Shared Services/COEs

Cultural
Transformation
• FastWorks

• SG&A Challenge
• ERP/IT Systems

• GE Beliefs

• Spans/Layers
• Performance
Development

• # of P&Ls

A leap not a step

What else changed?
Technology

The world becomes more digitized, generating
more information and speeding up processes

1.72
Market

Silicon Valley and Lean start-up philosophy.
Even big industrial companies want to
compete as a software companies

Cycle time

Business cycle time changed - Short product
lifecycle and rapid decision-making

Responsibilities

Average Manager’s responsibilities doubled,
flattening of organizations

HR

• hours are
spending on a
social media
every day

41%

9 of
10

• prefer to
communicate
electronically

• yearn for
regular
feedback

HR Transformation – more data and
analytics driven

“Anything you wait a year to give meaningful feedback on is already old news”

Athena Kaviris, Senior HR Executive, GE Transportation

Why performance development?
Voice of Customer
Discussion with 1000+ GE employees,
managers and external companies
•

“We need a more continuous, fluid

process vs. an event driven one”
• “Too many tools (Goals, EMS, 360) …
simplify to one tool and be consistent”
• “GE has a good culture of downward
feedback …opportunity for upward and
peer feedback”
• “Ratings are submitted for compensation
planning prior to the EMS being submitted
by me …. I don’t think that is right.”
• “Too much time spent looking backward”

Guiding Principles
We are a meritocracy
Ongoing dialogue owned by
manager and employee with
shared accountability is how we
work
A focus on developing employees
as part of through everyday
activities
A few simple rules will create a
more personal experience

Technology is an enabler
It doesn’t have to be perfect …
continue to learn and adapt

Performance Development
A personal, dynamic approach to enhance the way
we work and grow, drive competitive advantage, and
maximize customer outcomes

What

How

Impact

Contributions
to Priorities

GE Beliefs

Outcomes that
our customers value

Supported by ongoing dialogues and insights from colleagues

Focus on
Hold employees
WHAT we do accountable for
and HOW
driving customer
we lead
impact

Ongoing
personal and
professional
growth

Empower
and inspire
employees

Leader as
coach

Culture of
transparency
and trust

GE’s real-time Performance Development
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Before
Once a year appraisal

•

Evaluating past performance

Complex
•

Heavy loaded for employees and managers

Consistent data - ongoing stream

Focus on the Future
•

Collects actionable real-time performance

Digital and Simple
•

Ability to use the App
Priorities
Touchpoints

Goals and
Objectives

GE Beliefs

Manager
----------Employee
---------------------------------------------------

DP

Instant

Focus on the Past
•

PGP

Way forward

Annual review
•

PGS

Rating
Summary

Ongoing
Touchpoints

Summary
Touchpoints

Measure Impact

Impact indicators
Extraordinary

Meaningful

already in…

Limited

from “Command and control” to “Empower and inspire”

Performance Development … fast , simple, customer-focused
JANUARY

Priorities
Touchpoint

DECEMBER

Summary
Summary
Touchpoint
Touchpoint

Ongoing
Touchpoints

Manager & employee
together:

Manager & employee
together:

• Set priorities aligned with
customer outcomes … fewer
things better
• Discuss connection with
organization goals
• Identify behaviors for
effectiveness, impact

• Discuss contributions to
priorities
• Set new/adjust priorities
• Incorporate career dialogue
at the right time
• Share insights, provide
coaching

Measure
Impact ,
Integrate with
HR Processes

Manager & employee
together:
• Review summary of year ...
contributions, insights
• Discuss learnings for coming
year
• Create simple summary
• Move forward

Colleague
insights

Technology supports
•

View organization goals

•

Capture Touchpoint notes

•

Request and give colleague insight

•

Draft summary based on inputs

Experience it yourself

It starts with
being ALL IN

Get comfortable with
2015/26
2014
being
uncomfortable








Practice, practice, practice
Diving deep from the start creates more impact
New language creates a new mindset
More insights, more awareness, more growth
Build ability to share “consider” insights
Less “ritual” = more meaningful conversations
Tool is simple and supports the new way of
working

“My manager
allowed me to tell
him what I wanted
to get out of the
discussion and
geared it towards
that. It was best
review I have had very thoughtful in
the approach. I
truly felt for the
first time in my
career that
everything
discussed was for
my benefit, to
make me better in
my career.”
- 2014 MVP
Participant

Insights?

Observations?

Comments?
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